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Brent is a fantastic place to live and work and 
everyone involved in making it so should feel 
very proud. 

We believe there has never been a more 
important time to get involved, be engaged, 
or commit to protecting the best possible 
standard of essential public services. 

Ours is the party of that standard, and we are 
the party of that commitment.

Muhammed Butt, 
Brent Labour Leader

Only Labour can go out on the doorstep, 

look people in the eye, and say 

with any credibility that we are 
on the side of residents. 

Rising to 
the Challenge



A record to be proud of
The challenges this borough has faced have been 
enormous. Back in 2010, Brent Council received £660 
per resident in government funding. After eight years of 
austerity, that’s fallen to £130. 

Nevertheless, we’ve met a near-decade of cuts with 
year after year of practical ambition, and the maximum 
possible protection for our most vulnerable residents. 

As a result, despite the massive pressure those cuts have 
created, we still have much to celebrate:

• We have world class teachers - including literally THE 
world’s best teacher - in what are some of this country’s 
best performing schools, almost all of which are 
now rated good or outstanding

• We’ve put our money where our mouth is and are 
changing the private rental market from the inside, 
making good quality, secure, affordable homes available 
to even more of our residents

• We’ve built partnerships with developers, delivering 
thousands of new homes, hundreds of skilled jobs, 
massive investment in the local economy, a stronger 
tax base, and a huge boost to services and facilities in 
the community

• We’ve made sure elderly residents can get the care 
and support they need while staying as independent 
as possible, for as long as possible

• We’re doing everything we can to support our police, 
investing in additional officers, working together, and 
overseeing a total upgrade of the borough’s CCTV and 
street lighting systems

• We’ve created one of the UK’s most popular, accessible, 
and state of the art library services

• And, with Brent’s renewed sense of community now 
so strong and residents so proud of their shared 
heritage, we made a compelling, and ultimately 
successful, case for ours to be London’s 2020 
Borough of Culture

A promise to keep
Our residents deserve a council that stands up for them. 
Only Labour can go out on the doorstep, look people in 
the eye, and say with any credibility that we are on 
their side. 

Only with Labour will that remain the case. Only with 
Labour will this borough, and all of us who make our lives 
here, have a fair and lasting chance to achieve our fullest 
potential. 

That is Brent Labour’s record. And this manifesto is 
our promise.
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Every opportunity 
to succeed
Education, Education, Education
Education is the most valuable investment we can make. 
It unleashes potential, setting people free to realise their 
ambitions and chase their dreams. 

Here in Brent, we can be very proud and should celebrate 
the inspirational teaching and leadership in our schools.

In the next administration, we’ll ensure our children and 
young people have everything they need to thrive. 

That means continuing to protect the help and support that 
many families rely on in their early years, making sure every 
child is ready and able to start school on the right foot. 

It means helping to recruit and retain the highest calibre 
teachers, guiding students toward the best possible 
qualifications. 

It also means helping build confidence and the knowhow 
to look after themselves, physically, mentally, and 
emotionally. 

To do this, we’ll need to develop an even stronger 
partnership with schools, helping them deal with financial 
and political pressure, enabling them to focus on what 
they do best.

And, while we’ll continue to campaign for a properly 
funded education service, we’ll also help our schools make 
the most of what they’ve already got, raising cash to 
upgrade facilities, making them available for public use. 

Pupils will then get to enjoy things like new sports 
pitches, and schools will have a much-needed and 
independent source of income. 
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In the next administration, we’ll ensure 
our children and young people have 

everything they need to thrive. 



To achieve all this and more, in the next administration, 
Brent Labour will:

• Help teachers make this borough their home with a 
new approach to key worker housing

• Oppose forced academisation and free schools

• Run a coordinated campaign against government’s 
inadequate education funding

• Work towards comprehensive school-based 
support for Brent’s young people, ensuring the best 
possible standards of mental health and emotional 
wellbeing

• Open up our schools, turning them into the heart 
of the community, helping generate much needed 
income

• Continue to invest in the services that most benefit 
children and families in their early years

We also want to protect Brent’s high standard of 
education on a permanent basis, looking to enhance and 
guarantee the opportunities that affords. 

Longer term, we’d also hope to make valuable extras, 
such as breakfast, afterschool, and holiday clubs, not to 
mention school meals, available to every student, free 
of charge. 

So that we can one day make these things and more a 
reality, Brent Labour will:

• Build a grant and bursary awarding endowment 
fund, dedicated to the selfless works of Brent’s late, 
great Mary Turner, a tireless campaigner for free 
school meals, and a true champion of working people

We also want to protect Brent’s high 
standard of education 

on a permanent basis, looking to 

enhance and guarantee the 
opportunities that affords. 



A future built 
for everyone, an 
economy fit for all
A fairer, more resilient borough
People in this borough work hard for what they have and 
take pride in what they do. 

This makes it all the more unacceptable that, in a 21st 
century city like London, anyone is having to endure any 
form of poverty. 

In Brent, although the situation has improved, household 
income is still lower than across much of London. 

The pressure this creates can be incredibly stressful, 
and when people fall into unmanageable debt the 
consequences can be devastating.

Unfortunately, workers can find themselves easily 
exploited by the modern economy. 

And, with government having torn the social safety net to 
shreds, the welfare system is no longer fit for purpose. We 
believe that a fair day’s work should get a fair day’s pay. 

We also believe that when people need help, that help 
should be instant, comprehensive, and effective. 

To that end, in the next administration, Brent Labour will:

• Continue to connect local people with genuine 
employment opportunities in the borough, across the 
capital, and beyond

• Press our partners and Brent-based employers to 
pay at least the London Living Wage, ensure equal pay 
for equal work, and demonstrate integrity in all aspects 
of their business

• Protect our flexible childcare support services

• Work with foodbanks and other charitable 
organisations to ensure that those in need of help get 
all the help they need as early as possible, while also 
working to tackle the underlying causes of demand for 
what have become regrettably essential services.

• Set balanced budgets in the council while also 
helping households do the same, including via a 
revamped Council Tax Support Scheme that helps those 
most in need

• Guarantee a fair and ethical approach to helping 
people in debt who can’t pay, while cracking down on 
those who decide they don’t want to



Small changes, big impacts
Last year, councils across London spent hundreds of 
millions of pounds buying in essential services and 
expertise from the private and third sectors. 

This money is carefully invested and outcomes are closely 
scrutinised, but there’s always room to improve. 

After years of strife, Preston council took a revolutionary 
approach to how they operate, and this is now starting 
to bear fruit. Like Preston, we want to see as much of 
Brent’s money invested, in every sense of the word, in this 
borough. With that in mind, in the next administration, 
Brent Labour will:

• Commit to develop in-house and Brent-based 
options for the services we provide

• Expand and integrate our network of Town 
Centre Managers, building a close working relationship 
with local businesses, and creating a forum for local 
economic issues

• Get to work on the next phase of smartening 
up our high streets, with local businesses helped 
to upgrade shop frontages, roads and pavements 
renewed, and obstacles, such as phone boxes, lamp 
posts and signs, relocated or removed altogether.

A great place to do good work
This borough has benefitted enormously over recent 
years from massive inward investment. With thousands 
of new homes, hundreds of new jobs, and much-needed 
growth in our tax base, not to mention the hundreds 
of millions of pounds spent in the local and regional 
economy, ours is a better borough for it. 

When Box Park arrives at the end of 2018 they will be 
just the latest in a long line of new enterprise looking to 
join in our success. We want to grow that success, but we 
also need to make sure that any progress doesn’t come at 
the expense of our residents’ quality of life. 

What we want is for everyone to feel part of and share in 
the benefits, and to achieve this, Brent Labour will:

• Lay the groundwork to make this one of London’s 
first 5G boroughs, bringing ultra-fast, ultra-high 
capacity, mobile networks to Brent

• Help and encourage local businesses to get up 
and running

• Create a vibrant and varied night time economy 
that draws in Londoners from across the capital 
without putting pressure on local neighbourhoods

• Drive up social value, connecting the local workforce 
and supply chain with the widespread regeneration of 
this borough, keeping even more of the benefits in Brent

• Make highly skilled apprenticeships available for 
young residents

• Do everything in our power to ensure the long-
awaited West London Orbital railway becomes a reality
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Somewhere to call home
Housing is amongst this city’s greatest social and 
economic challenges. There are no quick fixes, no silver 
bullets, no easy options. 

But there is an unquestionable need and determination to 
make things right. We’ve certainly come a long way here 
in Brent. We’ve helped build 11,000 new homes, 4,000 of 
which at affordable levels.

 We’ve brought council housing services back in-house. 
We’ve started work on regulating this borough’s 
substantial private rental market. And we’re tackling 
homelessness by growing Invest4Brent, an ethically 
managed, council-owned private rental service. 

But there is obviously much more to do if we are to make 
housing universally affordable, readily available, and of the 
highest possible standards. Building on our proud record, 
Brent Labour will:

• Continue to press government on giving us the powers 
we need to roll out landlord licensing across the borough

• Intervene earlier when residents are at risk of 
homelessness, giving them the best possible chance of 
getting back on their feet

• Commit to helping every resident who loses their 
home find another they can afford

• Work with other London boroughs to provide 
guaranteed emergency shelter to anyone forced to 
sleep rough

• Grow Invest4Brent, changing the nature of the 
rental market from the inside, making this a fairer, more 
affordable, and decent place to live

• Work with our partners in health, education, police and 
fire, to develop a new generation of Key Worker housing

• Establish a range of ethical housing services, including 
low cost, tenant and property management, and, for 
leaseholders, a collective enfranchisement agency

• Make it easier for those residents who need help to 
downsize or relocate

• Encourage and support the formation of 
independent Tenants and Residents Associations in the 
homes that we provide and manage, calling on Housing 
Associations to do the same

• Working with those groups, develop a brand new 
‘Residents Charter’, setting out and enshrining each of 
our rights and responsibilities

• Pressure government to properly fund and support 
essential fire safety works in Brent’s tower blocks
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to do if we are to make housing 

universally affordable.



Getting regeneration right
There’s no escaping the fact that estate regeneration 
is a contentious issue. Here in Brent, we can be proud of 
the fact that, where we’ve done this work, every resident 
who wanted to, returned to a brand-new home and a 
rejuvenated neighbourhood. 

That’s because we know what can be achieved when 
people’s needs are put first. We also know that a responsible 
council has to think about more than just the needs of today. 

For example, Brent has more than 2,400 families in 
temporary accommodation, waiting for a proper home. 

We also have a growing population and, much like the rest 
of London, a housing shortage that, without intervention, 
will only get worse. 

The bottom line is we need to make better use of 
available land so that we can build more homes. With that 
in mind, in the next administration, Brent Labour will:

• On all future plans, be clear about what we’re trying 
to achieve, why it’s needed, and how we’ll go about 
it while also giving everyone a say in what happens, 
making the outcome of any vote binding

• Open up all large scale residential investment 
opportunities, giving local people the same chance as 
the big investors to share directly in the benefits of 
Brent’s progress

• Hold developers publicly accountable

• Put on record developers’ intentions regarding 
building control services, asking ‘why?’ if they opt for a 
non-council provider



Going places
Ours are amongst the busiest streets in the country, so 
it’s no surprise that they wear out from time to time. 
Potholes and cracked paving can cause big problems for 
pedestrians, cyclists, and motorists. 

But with money in short supply it’s not something we can 
always fix overnight. 

Nevertheless, this is vital infrastructure, essential in quite 
literally keeping our borough moving. 
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Nevertheless, this is vital 
infrastructure, essential 
in quite literally keeping our 

borough moving.

We are determined to invest in this invaluable asset and, 
in the next administration, Brent Labour will:

• Renew 300 miles of roads and pavements, while 
also cutting down on the time it takes to start and 
finish urgent repairs

• Join forces with TfL and local police to clamp down on 
inconsiderate and dangerous drivers

• Empower communities to decide what road safety 
and parking restrictions best meet their needs, be it 
20MPH zones, CPZs, or one way systems

• Force utility companies to properly organise their 
planned works

• Find a cycle hire scheme that best meets the 
needs of our residents

• In partnership with cyclists and TfL, oversee the next 
phase of bike lanes and storage where they will be most 
effective in meeting and creating demand, especially 
where it helps encourage people out of their cars

• Press government to ensure TfL and Network Rail 
have the money they need to fully fund step-free 
access for every station in this borough and beyond



The air we breathe
Every Londoner will know that the quality of this city’s air 
is nowhere near as good as it could or should be. 

What is perhaps less well understood is the fact that each 
of us has the ability to do something about it. 

We want to change that and, in the next administration, 
Brent Labour will:

• Work with every household, every business, every 
road user, encouraging them to play their part in making 
ours the cleanest air in London, with space around 
schools an urgent priority.

• In partnership with schools and parents, develop 
bespoke ride sharing and car-free programmes

• Roll out the most comprehensive network of electric 
vehicle charging points, and find ways to incentivise 
their ownership

• Press TfL to replace every diesel powered bus with a 
greener alternative

• Commit to double the number of trees planted 
on our streets, in our public spaces, and in our award 
winning parks

• Find a way to enforce against idling motorists

• At every opportunity, redirect our investments into 
renewable energy projects and carbon free or carbon 
neutral technologies

A cleaner, more 
considerate Brent
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Littering and fly-tipping affect 
us all - they blight neighbourhoods, are 

bad for the environment, and 

cost a lot of money to put right. 



An environment to be proud of
Most people love where they live. But a few seem to think 
it’s ok to treat the place like a dump. 

Littering and fly-tipping affect us all – they blight 
neighbourhoods, are bad for the environment, and cost a 
lot of money to put right. 

Local residents shouldn’t have to suffer, which is why we 
collect dumped rubbish within a day of it being reported. 
We’re also working hard to catch and prosecute the culprits. 

But what we really need is to stop these things 
happening in the first place. 

That can only come from showing we’re ready and willing 
to roll up our sleeves and get our hands dirty, and in the 
next administration we will:

• Work with local residents and community groups to 
help catch and prosecute those that dump their rubbish 
on our streets

• Help organise more community clean up days than 
ever before

• Help raise awareness about the impact of ‘single 
use plastic’, promoting tap water in cafés, bars, and 
restaurants, and generate support for water fountains 
in parks and public spaces

• Encourage every resident to make full use of the 
Cleaner Brent app

• Get every household thinking about how they can 
reduce, reuse, and recycle their waste

• In partnership with ‘friends of’ groups, continue to 
protect our parks and green spaces, helping them retain 
their award winning status



Safe from harm
This borough should be a haven for those in need. Be it 
shelter or refuge, Brent should be a place that stands 
ready and able to provide. 

That government austerity has made money a factor in 
providing such help is a national disgrace. 

Nevertheless, we are determined to carry on our efforts 
safeguarding those of our residents who find themselves 
at risk. Furthermore, we will stand up for the rights of every 
individual to go about their lives not just safe from harm, but 
also free of any form of harassment, abuse, or intimidation. 

As a permanent priority, in the next administration, Brent 
Labour will:

• Building on the Mayor of London’s strategy, develop 
a charter that commits this borough to tackling and 
preventing all forms of violence against women and girls 

• Ensure that our already excellent work to tackle and 
prevent domestic abuse is protected if not enhanced, 
challenging government at every opportunity to 
properly fund services that can mean the difference 
between life and death

• Set and uphold the highest standards of common 
courtesy and respect, making clear that harassment and 
abuse of any kind will not be tolerated

• Put on record licensed premises public commitment 
to protecting their customers from harm, including 
harassment, taking seriously requests for help, properly 
investigating complaints, and getting proactive on 
tackling intimidating behaviour

• Direct every resource at our disposal to help the 
children and young people for whom we are responsible 
feel loved and cared for, ensuring they can gain proper 
control of their lives, nurturing their ambitions and 
aspirations, putting real opportunities in front of them 
to realise their fullest potential

• Do more to protect and support those of our children 
and young people who find themselves on the margins, 
working to reduce and avoid the risks of lives being ruined

• Defend funding for social services from the worst of 
ongoing government cuts, ensuring that those most in 
need of our help and support receive nothing less than 
the best possible standards of care

• Campaign for a London-wide integration of social 
work services, putting resources where they can be most 
effective. This will make things better for staff by relieving 
caseload pressure, improving pay and conditions, and 
opening up key worker housing options. And better for 
those in need through more consistent care

A borough where 
we can all feel 
safe, secure, happy 
and healthy



Active and engaged
There’s something about big cities that results in far too 
many people, old and young, living lonely, isolated lives. 

This can be bad for people’s health and ends up putting a 
lot of pressure on the NHS. Seeing as there are so many of 
us, that should be an easy thing to put right. 

We think we can make some simple changes that will go a 
long way towards getting people out and about, bringing 
them together, which, as well as making them feel better, 
should also free up our doctors and nurses. 

Things like making it easier to volunteer, or how to get the 
most out of Brent’s outdoor gyms. 

With that aim, in the next administration, Brent Labour will:

• Work with our NHS partners to establish the Brent 
Network - a collection of any and every opportunity to 
get involved in local activities and events within the 
borough and close by

• Help residents find out how and where to volunteer

• Ensure that, by 2020, everyone in Brent lives within a 
mile of an outdoor gym

Independent and dignified
With government showing no sign of properly investing in 
this country’s adult social care system, more and more of 
our older residents are looking to us for help. 

Far too many are having to cope with an uncertain 
future and are understandably worried about becoming 
dependent on inadequate or expensive care and support. 

Here in Brent we’re providing as much certainty as is possible. 

We’ve introduced high quality, affordable services 
that mean those who need help can get it without 
compromising on their independence and without being 
robbed of either their savings or their dignity. 

Brent Labour will carry on this good work into the next 
administration and will:

• Increase pressure on government, renewing our 
campaign for an urgent, nationwide solution to the UK’s 
adult social care crisis

• Help every older person in the borough to stay 
active and engaged for as long as possible

• Protect and expand the housing and care services 
that have helped so many of our elderly residents carry 
on enjoying all the benefits of independent living

• Work with other care providers to ensure that the 
services on which many of our residents rely are decent 
and properly sustainable
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towards getting people out and about.



Stronger communities
Brent is a safe borough with a strong sense of 
community. Even so, too many lives have been affected 
by crime, some tragically and senselessly so. 

As well as continuing to work with and stand by our first 
class local police force, we want to do more to bring that 
strength to bear.

We will always back our police on the difficult decisions 
they have to make, day in day out.

 But that doesn’t mean we can’t also ask them tough 
questions about how they operate. 

This isn’t about second guessing our police – it’s about 
helping build real and lasting trust with the communities 
they serve, working towards making ours some of the 
safest neighbourhoods in London. 

And to do that, in the next administration, Brent 
Labour will:

• In partnership with local people, design and build 
the tools that will lead to Brent becoming one of the 
safest, most unified boroughs in London

• Invest in our Safer Neighbourhood Panels and 
look to enhance the neighbourhood watch programme, 
bringing local residents together to tackle local issues

• Call on government to guarantee investment in the 
extra police officers this borough needs

As well as continuing to work with and 

invest in our first class local police 
force, we want to do more to bring 

that strength to bear.



Doing right by those we depend on
Very few of our police officers actually live in London. We 
want to do more to help our officers make their homes in 
the communities they serve. 

It’s unacceptable that the people on which this city’s safety 
depends can’t afford to live here. 

Another huge challenge our police have is the fact that, 
when it comes to government cuts, they’re unable to fight 
their corner. 

In the next administration, Brent Labour will:

• Buy and build homes especially for these and other 
essential public servants. They will be of the highest 
possible standard and genuinely affordable.

• Stand up for our police, campaign on their behalf, 
and put pressure on government to properly fund and 
support this vital service here in Brent, across London, 
and nationwide

Culture to treasure
Winning London’s 2020 Borough of Culture award is an 
incredible achievement and something we can all be very 
proud of. 

Our bid was very much a product of Brent’s collective 
imagination and testament to an enviable global spirit. It 
set out an ambitious but achievable plan for 2020 to be 
both a year of world class celebration and the beginning of 
our future heritage. 

As Mayor Sadiq Khan said when announcing our success, 
our application clearly benefited from having tapped into the 
creative energy of young people from across the borough. 

What’s more, in recognising the breadth and depth 
of their invaluable talents, strong and lasting youth 
representation will be woven into the fabric of how we’ll 
deliver on our promise. 

Brent Labour can now commit to doing just that and, in the 
next administration, will:

• Protect and promote one of the most popular and 
accessible library services in the country

• Build a Cultural Trust to ensure that all residents, 
young and old, can immerse themselves in and embrace 
this borough’s history and be a part of creating our 
future heritage

• Celebrate Brent’s eclectic music scene with an array of 
festivals, concerts and street parties

• As was key to our bid’s success, enable the children and 
young people of this borough to take a lead role at 
the heart of this work
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We are better off together
Very simply, as a proudly global and open minded borough, 
we are united in our opposition to any Brexit that disrupts 
the lives of our residents. To that end:

• Brent Labour will remain clear in its stance 
against anything like the politics of hate and fear. We 
will continue to campaign against this government’s 
illogical quest to tear us away from our European 
partners in a manner that damages the rights or 
prospects of anyone in this borough

An open, accountable borough
In concert with our Members of Parliament and London 
Assembly Member, as local Labour councillors, we will 
advocate on your behalf, stand up for your rights, and 
ensure you are at all times treated fairly with respect and 
courtesy. 

Given the chance to serve their communities, your local 
Labour councillors will commit to holding

• Regular help and advice surgeries in convenient 
venues at times and dates to suit everybody

• Open invitation walkabouts and community action days

• Local forums, such as Safer Neighbourhood Panels, 
Tenants and Residents Associations, and Friends of 
Libraries and Parks, to solve local problems and make 
the most of local opportunities

• Question Time events around the borough with the 
Leader and Cabinet, giving residents the chance to raise 
concerns or make suggestions on all things Brent



This country needs a Labour government. 

The NHS. Our schools. Our police. Every single front line, 
essential public service. 

They are all in desperate need of a Labour government. A 
government that genuinely cares about people’s lives and 
that properly understands what it takes to build a fair and 
prosperous society. 

This is what we are fighting for, and will continue fighting 
for, every single day.

But we can do more than just campaign for this vital 
change. Instead of waiting for it to happen, we can start 
getting things ready. 

With enviable local expertise and experience ,we can 
design and build the tools that will help that government 
get to work on day one. This will include:

• Re-establishing universal local education authority 
oversight of a properly funded, properly supported 
state school network

• Comprehensive licensing of all types of private 
rented homes and their landlords across the borough, to 
ensure the highest possible housing standards

• Evolve local government finance such that 
councils can access the money they need to invest in a 
new generation of genuine social housing

• Reboot Universal Credit so that it properly helps 
people who need it, rather than adding to their 
problems, as is currently the case

• A fully funded 30 hours free childcare, making 
sure good quality nursery, pre-school, and day care 
providers can remain commercially sustainable, allowing 
parents to get to work

• A properly funded Adult Social Care service that 
doesn’t jeopardise the dignity and independence of our 
older residents and that doesn’t force carers to endure 
unacceptable terms and conditions or unforgivably low 
wages

Strong 
foundations
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